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Abstract—In seismically active regions, faults nucleate, propagate, and form networks that evolve over time. To simulate crustal
faulting processes, including the evolution of fault-zone properties,
a rheological model must incorporate concepts such as damage
rheology that describe the various stages of the seismic cycle
(strain localization, subcritical crack growth and macroscopic
failure) while accounting for material degradation and healing and
off-fault deformation. Here we study the fundamental patterns of
strain-localisation within the framework of a continuum damage
rheology by performing a shear band analysis (linear instability
analysis) and comparing predictions of shear band orientations with
numerical results of the nonlinear problem. We find (analytically
and numerically) that the angle between the shear band and the less
compressive (transverse) direction is between 47° in compression
tests with a strain ratio of 0.25 (highly confined compression test),
and 60° for a strain ratio higher than 1.4 (axial compression and
transverse extension). In addition we find that shear bands exhibit
local dilation (I1 [ 0) in a wide range of strain ratios excluding
only simulations with highly confined compression (which yield
compacting shear bands or non-localized deformation). Finally, we
discuss the applicability of the damage model for simulating
deformation in the seismogenic, brittle crust.

1. Introduction
The brittle crust consists of structural and material
heterogeneities of every scale making it highly susceptible to strain localization in the form of fault
nucleation, propagation and the formation of fault
networks. Progressive strain localisation and periodic
fault system re-configuration alter the geometrical
complexity and internal structure of fault systems.
Fault structure and fault system complexity have a
major effect on seismicity patterns, earthquake-related ground shaking, fluid flow and mineralisation.
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However, most studies of fault systems represent fault
zones as pre-defined, fixed planar features, ignoring
processes of fault nucleation and propagation, and
ignoring the evolution of fault-zone rheology.
To better simulate long-term crustal deformation
including fault nucleation and propagation (i.e., creation of new frictional surfaces) a numerical model
should incorporate concepts of fracture mechanics and
material degradation. Continuum damage rheology
models (e.g., MALVERN, 1969; BUDIANSKY and
O’CONNELL 1976; ALLIX and HILD, 2002) are particularly suitable for lithospheric deformation studies
as they describe the brittle portion of the Earth’s
lithosphere as ‘‘damaged’’ in the sense that it contains
an evolving distribution of weakened material
(LYAKHOVSKY and MYASNIKOV, 1984; TURCOTTE and
GLASSCOE, 2004). This view is supported by studies of
fault-zone structures (e.g., CHESTER et al., 1993; EVANS
et al., 2000; SIBSON, 2003; BEN-ZION and SAMMIS, 2003;
KIM et al., 2004), and laboratory studies of brittle
deformation (e.g., ALM et al., 1985; LOCKNER et al.,
1992; HAMIEL et al., 2004a). In such rheology models, a
damage state variable modifies the elastic properties of
lithospheric materials, enabling the simulation of fault
nucleation and evolution, including both damage
accumulation and healing of fault-zone materials.
The current work complements ongoing efforts to
build a numerical model suitable for the study of the
long term structural evolution of regional fault systems. For this we study strain localization within the
framework of an established damage rheology model
(LYAKHOVSKY et al., 1997a, b, 2001), and we incorporate this model in the finite element based partial
differential equations (PDEs) solver Escript (GROSS
et al., 2007; also see https://launchpad.net/escriptfinley/). The formulation of the applied rheology
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model and its implementation in Escript are described
in Sect. 2, followed by a linear-instability analysis
which illuminates the conditions for shear band formation (Sect. 3). The fundamental aspects of strain
localization and shear band formation in this damage
rheology framework are the focus of this publication.
On a global scale, the rheology needed to describe
deformation in the lithosphere is highly non-linear,
and near the surface, where temperatures are less than
approximately 600 °C, it becomes necessary to consider the role of plasticity (HILL, 1998; LUBLINER,
1990) and elasticity (WATTS et al., 1980). Continental-scale structures experiencing large elastic–plastic
deformations typically undergo a succession of
instabilities. For instance, a plate in extension will
deform initially in a uniform fashion until, at a critical stress level, a neck forms around the symmetry
axis of the deformation (BIOT, 1965; BUCK 1991;
ENGLAND, 1983; GIBBS, 1984; HILL and HUTCHINSON,
1975; MORESI and MUHLHAUS, 2006; TVERGAARD et al.,
1981; WALSH et al., 1991). Subsequently, shear bands
form within the region of the neck. Once the shear
bands are established the deformation of the plate is
carried almost exclusively by the deformations of the
bands, more or less passively accommodated by the
elastic deformations of the surrounding material.
Shear-bands have long been recognized as a most
significant mechanism of strain-localization and
macroscopic failure in brittle and plastic deformation
processes of a very wide range of scales (e.g.,
RUDNICKI and RICE, 1975; MUHLHAUS and VARDOULAKIS,
1987; HOBBS et al., 1990; MORESI and MUHLHAUS,
2006; LEMIALE et al., 2008). In the crust, shear bands
or faults are arguably the most important deformation
mechanism. They occur on many different scales,
e.g., in the form of detachment faults in rift zones or
as collapse mechanisms of geotechnical structures
(e.g., CHEN, 1975). Various field studies yielded high
resolution descriptions of crustal deformation structures confirming that strain along active and exhumed
faults is highly localized within a narrow (10–20 cm)
‘‘fault-core’’ surrounded by a damage-zone (e.g.,
RICE, 1983; CHESTER and LOGAN, 1986; SCHULZ and
EVANS, 2000; ROCKWELL and BEN-ZION, 2007). The
damage-zone is typically defined as the region in
which the density of deformation features exceeds the
average regional level in the surrounding host rock

(CHESTER et al., 1993; BEN-ZION and SAMMIS, 2003;
MITCHELL and FAULKNER, 2009). Regardless of the
deformation length scale, the stress and temperature
conditions under which shear bands form depend
strongly on the local material behavior and as such on
the details of the constitutive relationships.
In Sect. 3 we perform a shear band analysis of our
damage rheology and compare theoretical properties
of the shear-bands with numerical results. In Sect. 4.1
we describe the volumetric strain patterns in our
simulated shear-bands and discuss our observations in
light of the growing volume of studies on the topic of
compaction bands (e.g., AYDIN et al., 2006; HOLOCOMB
et al. 2007; SCHULTZ et al., 2008). Finally, In Sect. 4.2
we discuss the applicability of the damage rheology
model for simulations of crustal deformation.
2. Theory and Numerical Formulation
2.1. Theoretical Background
We base our investigation on a thermodynamically-based continuum damage model proposed by
(LYAKHOVSKY et al., 1997a, b; HAMIEL et al., 2004a).
This damage rheology is applicable to volumes with a
sufficiently large number of cracks that allow quantitative description through properties of the crack
distribution rather than those of the individual cracks
(LYAKHOVSKY and MYASNIKOV, 1984, 1985). Detailed
reviews and recent developments of the model can be
found in BEN-ZION and LYAKHOVSKY (2006) and
LYAKHOVSKY and BEN-ZION (2008), examples of
model applications showing the dominant role damage processes play in the evolution of fault systems
and their internal structure can be found in FINZI et al.
(2009, 2011) and BEN-ZION (2008). Here we only
summarize the main ingredients of the model that are
relevant for our work.
The effects of distributed cracks (i.e., existing
damage) on the elastic properties of a solid are
accounted for in the damage model by generalizing
the strain energy function:


pﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1 k 2
U¼
I1 þ lI2  cI1 I2
ð1Þ
q 2
where I1 = ekk and I2 = eijeij are the first and second
invariants of the elastic strain tensor eeij, q is the mass
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density, k and l are the Lamé parameters, and c is a
third modulus of a damaged solid. The first two terms
of Eq. (1) give the classical strain potential of linear
elasticity (e.g., MALVERN, 1969). The third term may
be derived using the effective medium theory of
BUDIANSKY and O’CONNELL (1976) for non-interacting
cracks that dilate and contract in response to tension
and compression (LYAKHOVSKY et al., 1997b). The
strain potential of damaged rock is further discussed
in HAMIEL et al. (2011). Following LYAKHOVSKY et al.
(1997a), we apply a damage model in which the
elastic moduli are made to be simple functions of the
damage state variable (a), and the evolution of
damage is derived from 1, as follows:
(
CdI2 ð
n  n0 Þ;
for n  n0
da
¼
ð2Þ
a
C1 exp C2 I2 ðn  n0 Þ; for n\n0
dt
pﬃﬃﬃﬃ
where n ¼ I1 = I2 is referred to as the strain invariants ratio, and n0 is a yielding threshold separating
states of deformation involving material degradation
(da/dt [ 0 for n [ n0) and material healing (da/
dt \ 0 for n \ n0). Parameters Cd, C1, C2 are damage
rate parameters constrained based on geophysical and
experimental observations (LYAKHOVSKY et al., 2001;
FINZI et al., 2011).
2.2. Time Integration Scheme for the Damage
Rheology
In this section we outline an incremental formulation using the tangential tensor of the constitutive
equations based on Eqs. 1 and 2. The scheme, which
leads to a linear PDE to be solved in each loading
step, can easily be implemented in the Escript PDE
solver module (GROSS et al., 2007). For more details
on the implementation of incremental schemes in
Escript we refer to GROSS et al. (2008).
By differentiating the strain potential (Eq. 1), the
resulting stress can be written in a general ‘‘elastic’’
form (Eq. 3–5) using the effective elastic modules
(keff, leff):
pﬃﬃﬃﬃ
I1
rij ¼ kI1 dij þ 2leeij  c I2 dij  c pﬃﬃﬃﬃ eeij
I2

ð3Þ

rij ¼ keff eekk dij þ 2leff eeij

ð4Þ

keff ¼ k  c

pﬃﬃﬃﬃ
I2
;
I1

I1
leff ¼ l  c pﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2 I2

ð5Þ

where ee and dij stand for the elastic strain tensor and
the Kronecker delta, respectively. In addition we
adopt the LYAKHOVSKY et al. (1997a, b) formulation of
elastic moduli and their dependence on damage (a),
as follows:
k ¼ k0 ¼ constant;
l ¼ l0 þ acm n0 ;
c ¼ acm ;

ð6Þ

where cm is the maximum value of the third elastic
modulus defined by normalization of the damage
variable (LYAKHOVSKY et al., 1997a). The dependencies of elastic moduli on the damage variable produce
the following changes during loading: as the damage
variable a increases, the shear modulus l decreases,
Poisson ratio increases, and the modulus c increases
from 0 (damage free) to cm (LYAKHOVSKY et al.,
1997a).
Finally we consider the stress requirement in
order to fulfill the momentum equation,
rij;j ¼ 0

ð7Þ

and we derive (based on Eq. 3–5) the tangential form
the stress increment drij due to additional loading or
deformation, as follows:
drij ¼ keff deekk dij þ 2leff deeij þ

okeff e e
de e dij
oeemn mn kk

oleff e e
de e þ Sij da
oeemn mn ij
okeff e
ol
Sij ¼
e dij þ 2 eff eeij
oa kk
oa
þ2

ð8Þ

with:
pﬃﬃﬃﬃ
I2
okeff
1 e
¼ c pﬃﬃﬃﬃ emn þ c 2 dmn
e
oemn
I1
I1 I2
oleff
c 1
c I1 e
¼  pﬃﬃﬃﬃ dmn þ 3=2 emn
2 I2
2I
oeemn
2
pﬃﬃﬃﬃ
okeff
I2
¼ cm
oa
I1
oleff
c I1
¼  m pﬃﬃﬃﬃ
oa
2 I2

ð9Þ
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and the term Sijda (in Eq. 8) describing the stress
increment due to damage evolution.
Equations 8 and 9 can be written in a more
compact form using the fourth order tensor Aeijmn:
drij ¼ Aeijmn deemn þ Sij da
Aeijmn ¼ keff dij dmn þ leff ðdim djn þ din djm Þ
pﬃﬃﬃﬃ 

 ð10Þ
I2
I1 e
I1 e
þc
dij  eij
dmn  emn
I2
I2
I1
Viscous strain is introduced into the model by
decomposing the total strain increment demn into an
elastic part deemn and viscous strain part devmn:
demn ¼


1
dum;n þ dum;n ¼ deemn þ devmn
2

ð11Þ

where dum is the displacement increment. The viscous strain increment is given by
dt
devmn ¼ r0mn
2g
ð12Þ
2Cv ddat if ddat [ 0
1
¼
g
0
else
where Cv is a material parameter governing the rate
of irreversible strain accumulation (HAMIEL et al.,
2004a). The damage-related viscosity enables representation of the permanent inelastic deformation
before brittle failure associated with micro-crack
growth and frictional sliding between grains (HAMIEL
et al., 2004a, b). Various studies have shown it is
required to adequately describe processes such as
subcritical crack growth and aseismic deformation in
the seismogenic crust (LYAKHOVSKY and BEN-ZION,
2009; BEN-ZION and LYAKHOVSKY, 2006).
Combining Eqs. (10–12) leads to the following
equation for the stress increment:
drij ¼ Aeijmn ðdemn  devmn Þ þ Sij da

ð13aÞ

where the damage increment da is derived from
Eq. 2, as follows:
(
Cd ;  for n  n0
da ¼ dt  I2 ðn  n0 Þ 
C1  exp Ca2
for n\n0
ð13bÞ
From the fact that the stress field needs to be
divergence free (Eq. 7) we can establish the PDE for
the displacement increment dum :
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ðAeijmn dum;n Þ;j ¼



Sij da  Aeijmn


dt 0
rmn ;j
2g

ð14Þ

which needs to be solved in each time step with
suitable boundary conditions. With the calculated
displacement increment dum we can update the elastic
strain before entering the next time step:
eeij

eeij þ deij 

dt 0
r
2g ij

ð15Þ

The damage parameter is updated using a linearised backward Euler scheme (Eq. 13b).

2.3. Biaxial Compression Benchmark
In order to test our numerical formulation of the
damage model we reconstruct the biaxial compression simulations and experimental results of HAMIEL
et al. (2004a) which are based on and compared to
experimental results of LOCKNER et al. (1992). Two
types of simulations are performed: a single-element
simulation with homogeneous damage evolution
under confined compression (biaxial test), and a
multi-element simulation of heterogeneous damage
evolution during biaxial compression tests with
varying confining stress and strain rates. By comparing our numerical results to both a well established
numerical code and laboratory experiments (HAMIEL
et al. 2004a and references within) we validate and
benchmark our numerical procedure.
The biaxial simulation is setup with constant axial
strain-rate and 50 MPa confining stress applied on a
material corresponding to the experimental conditions
and Westerly granite used by HAMIEL et al. (2004a).
The initial elastic moduli were evaluated based on the
linear part of the stress–strain curves (k = 29 GPa,
l0 = 19 GPa; see material GR1 in HAMIEL et al.,
2004a). The damage related parameters were determined by HAMIEL et al. (2004a) based on the onset of
acoustic emissions (indicating n0 = -0.56), the
amount of irreversible strain and the overall shape of
the stress–strain curve (best fitted using Cd = 3 s-1
and Cv = 2 9 10-5 MPa-1). The simulations were
carried out as biaxial compression of a single-element
domain (one element compressed until critical damage
level is reached) and as multi-element domains of
varying numeric resolution (using fine and coarse
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analytically the stability of a particular ground state
with respect to perturbations in the form of shear
bands (e.g., RUDNICKI and RICE, 1975). The class of
ground states considered here are described by

meshes with number of elements ranging from
80 9 40 to 450 9 225, and domain size being
2 9 1 m). Our numeric simulations yielded stress–
strain curves similar to both the numerical and
experimental results described by HAMIEL et al.
(2004a) (e.g., Fig. 1 single-element simulation with
Cv = 0 simulation). The stress–strain curves indicate
the different stages of deformation in compression
tests, including initial elastic deformation, gradual
distributed damage accumulation (with deviation from
the linear elastic slope of the curve), the onset of
damage localization (slope decreases and reaches peak
stress) and finally macroscopic failure along a damaged shear-band. The post-failure stress-unloading
path in the presented damage rheology is different than
that expected from plasticity models (SCHREYER and
CHEN, 1986), with steepness of stress–strain curve in
the unloading regime not increasing in simulations
with a multi-element domain.

e022 \ 0;

e011 [ 0;

e011
¼ m
e022

ð16Þ

where m is the applied strain ratio (i.e., the negative of
the ratio between lateral and axial deformation, at
constant lateral stress). The strain-invariants ratio and
effective elastic moduli can be rewritten as:
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1 þ m2
I0
1m
n ¼ p1ﬃﬃﬃﬃ0 ¼  pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ ; k0eff ¼ k þ c
;
1m
1 þ m2
I2
1m
l0eff ¼ l þ c pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2 1 þ m2
ð17Þ
The stress increments (Eq. 8) are rewritten in the
following:

3. Shear Band Analysis of the Damage Rheology
Model

dr11 ¼ Ade11 þ Bde22
dr22 ¼ Bde11 þ Cde22

To better understand the deformation patterns
resulting from our damage model we examine

Differential stress (MPa)

600

ð18aÞ

dr12 ¼ 2leff de12

Multi-element simulation
1-element Cv=0 simulation
Lockner et al., 1992
Multi-el. Hamiel et al., 2004
1 el. Cv=0 Hamiel et al.,2004
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0
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Figure 1
Stress–strain curves from our benchmark simulations shown to be comparable with Hamiel et al. (2004a) numerical results and Lockner et al.
(1992) experimental results. The simulations with no damage-related inelastic deformation (Cv = 0) exhibit stress levels higher than those
observed in the lab, and the multi-element simulations with Cv = 2 9 10-5 MPa-1 nicely reproduce the observations up to failure. Postfailure simulated curves are affected by the boundary conditions which do not enable unloading and reduction of the axial strain. In these
simulations, domain size is 2 9 1 m and 1 9 1 m, and the number of elements is 150 9 75 and 1, for the multi- and single-element models,
respectively
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where : B ¼
C¼

2l0eff

ð18bÞ
Insertion of (18a) into the plane strain stress
equilibrium conditions yields:
Adu1;11 þ Bdu2;21 þ leff du1;22 þ leff du2;12 ¼ 0
Cdu2;22 þ Bdu1;12 þ leff du1;21 þ leff du2;11 ¼ 0
ð19aÞ
Shear-band type solutions which are kinematically possible are obtained if the pde (Eq. 19a) is
hyperbolic. These solutions are of the following
form:
du1 ¼ uðx1 sin u þ x2 cos uÞ
;
du2 ¼ vðx1 sin u þ x2 cos uÞ

ð19bÞ

Shear-band angle (Phi)

where u is defined as the angle between the less
compressive principal strain axis and the shear-band.
The equilibrium condition can be expressed as a
single critical condition (Eq. 20) which is a function

of the shear band angle (u), the critical damage level
(a) and the strain-ratio (m).
ðA sin2 u þ leff cos2 uÞðC cos2 u þ leff sin2 uÞ
 ðB þ leff Þ2 cos2 u sin2 u ¼ 0
ð20Þ
The shear band characteristics (u, a, m) naturally
emerging from our damage model are determined by
numerical analysis of this critical condition and
determination of the parameters corresponding to the
lowest critical damage level for a range of strain-ratio
settings. In other words, in Eq. 20 we fix the strainratio (0 \ m \ 1.6) and find all real solutions with
damage levels lower than 1. As the shear band with
the lowest damage level is the one expected to form
first (in a compressed material with accumulating
damage), we can determine the shear band angle (and
damage level) expected in any compression test
based on the boundary strain-ratio settings. Our
analysis shows that damage values in a narrow range
around the lowest damage level correspond to large
variations of the shear band angle (up to ±3°). This is
portrayed in Fig. 2 as the wide scatters of calculated
shear band angles (open blue diamonds) corresponding to narrow scatters of calculated damage
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Figure 2
Analytically derived and numerical observations of shear-band characteristics. Shear band angle (u) and critical damage level (a) calculated
using Eqs. 16–20 (scattered, open diamond data-points and regression-lines) compared with numerical results in simulations with strain-ratio
(m) between 0.2 and 1.3 (filled blue and red circle symbols, for u and a respectively). Regression lines for the analytically derived values were
added to enhance the illustration. The scatter in simulated values of damage (a) is predominantly attributed to measuring inaccuracy (see text)
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levels (open red diamonds). For instance, in a compression test with m = 0.8, the three most plausible
solutions satisfying the critical condition with the
lowest damage levels correspond to critical damage
levels of a = 0.72 ± 0.01 and shear band angles of
u = 53–59°. Figure 2 compares the calculated shear
band angles and critical damage levels with observations of these characteristics in biaxial compression
simulations with a range of strain-ratios (strain rate
boundary condition, 2 9 1 m domain with 250 9
125 elements).
We note that determination of the simulated shear
band angle is not of very high accuracy (estimated
error ±2°), particularly as we wish to determine the
angle during the early stages of shear band formation
(before it widens and extends towards the domain
boundaries). Nevertheless, as the shear band angle is
consistent in simulation with increased element density and the analytically derived shear band angles
have a similar (and typically larger) range of variability, we consider the accuracy of simulated angles
as sufficient. In addition, we wish to focus the attention on the trend of decreasing shear band angles in
compression tests with decreasing strain-ratio. Both
the numeric simulations and the shear band analysis
suggest a shear band angle of *60° in compression
tests with high strain-ratios (m = 1.3–1.5), and much
lower shear band angles (45–50°) in compression tests
with low strain-ratios (m = 0.25–0.35). Our results
indicating shear bands close to 45° in highly confined
compression tests and inclinations steeper by 10–15°
in tests with transverse tensional stress (m [ 1) conform with experimental observations (e.g., BARDET,
1991; BESUELLE, 2001) and with numerical and theoretic results (e.g., RUDNICKI and OLSSON, 1998;
RUDNICKI, 2002). In particular, our shear band orientations (45° \ u \ 60°) and the decrease in angle
with increase of confinement correspond closely to
analytic predictions for a rock with Poisson’s ratio of
approximately 0.25 and a sum of dilation and friction
parameters (b, l, respectively) approximately equal to
0.8 (RUDNICKI and OLSSON, 1998; their Eqs. 10–15).
The comparison to theoretical predictions based
on plasticity and to experimental observations is
limited however. The classic shear band analysis,
identifying instabilities in the homogeneous solution,

is sensitive to the applied constitutive relations
(RUDNICKI and RICE, 1975; RUDNICKI, 2002) and it
describes band orientation as a function of parameters
such as friction and dilatancy angles which are not
readily determined in our simulations (as we apply a
damage rheology rather than a friction law). The
experimental results are typically characterized by a
large scatter in band orientation (OLSSON, 1999;
DESRUES and CHAMBON, 2002) and large deviations
from the orientations estimated based on friction and
dilatancy angles observed at the time of failure (these
calculations overestimate orientations by 10–36 %
according to BARDET, 1991). In addition, the experimental results are obtained in experiments with fixed
confining stress (without rigorous documentation of
strain ratio which is used as boundary condition in
our simulations), and they exhibit a significant spatiotemporal variation in friction and dilatancy angles
which have been shown theoretically to significantly
effect shear band orientation (BARDET, 1991; RUDNICKI
and OLSSON 1998). Nevertheless, the theoretic predictions and laboratory observations of shear bands in
rocks equivalent to those represented in our simulations (i.e., Poisson’s Ratio *0.25; Initial internal
friction *0.6; Low porosity rock) indicate that shearband orientations range from about 40–50° in highly
confined experiments to about 55–65° in experiments
with low confinement, which is in good agreement
with our results.
The main discrepancy between our analytic predictions and our numerical results was in the critical
damage levels in compression tests with high strain
ratios (where significant transverse tensional strain is
applied). While our analysis predicts that shear bands
should form at damage levels of a \ 0.65 (for
m [ 1.0), the simulations exhibit strain localization at
significantly higher damage levels (with discrepancies Da = 0.05–0.12, increasing with increasing m).
The discrepancy may be viewed as an indication that
the shear band analysis with the chosen ground-state
does not apply for the tensional regime prevailing in
compression tests with such high strain-ratio (i.e.,
where transverse extension is as great or greater than
axial compression). Alternatively, the high damage
levels observed along simulated shear bands may be a
result of not incorporating a strain-ratio dependent
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critical damage value as suggested by LYAKHOVSKY
et al. (1997a, b). The critical damage level is equivalent to a yield criterion derived from the condition
for convexity loss (which is used in the model to
derive the value of cmax). According to the instability
analysis of LYAKHOVSKY et al. (1997a, b), failure is
expected to occur at a = 1 in highly confined compression (where the strain invariants ratio at the site
of strain localisation is approximately n = n0) and at
much lower values (a & 0.7) in extension (i.e.,
where n = ?0.5). Implementing a variable critical
damage level in our numerical code would lower the
damage level at which shear bands are formed
(especially at high strain ratios), and it would reduce
the discrepancy between predicted and simulated
critical damage values.
Finally we note that shear-band orientation in our
simulations shows no mesh dependency within the
range of meshes used (between 80 9 40 elements
to 450 9 225 elements in a domain of 2 9 1 m).
Nevertheless, as expected in such numerical study,
the width of shear zone is mesh-dependent (MUHLHAUS and VARDOULAKIS, 1987). Simulated shear band
width in the current work is typically 1–3 elements
wide (but wider at the nucleation site which is also
the intersection of two bands). For the above reasons
we compare numerical, experimental and analytical
orientations of shear-bands rather than focus on shear
band width.
4. Discussion
The application of damage rheology in simulations of crustal deformation may yield many insights
in the study of evolving fault-structures and strainlocalization processes. Using the model described in
this paper we examined some of the characteristics of
evolving shear-bands in simulations of compression
tests. We describe here the stages of progressive
deformation and strain-localization in terms of
evolving damage levels and volumetric strain
observed in the shear bands. We discuss our findings
in the context of recent observations and theoretical
studies focused on compaction and dilation bands
(e.g., RUDNICKI, 2002; AYDIN et al., 2006; HOLOCOMB
et al. 2007; ISSEN 2008).
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4.1. Localized Dilation Within Shear-Bands
in Compression Tests
We find that within a wide range of strain ratios
(m = 0.25–1.6), the shear bands exhibit local dilation
(I1 [ 0). In addition, such simulated shear bands
exhibit a transition from positive to negative values
of the effective elastic modulus keff (i.e., the effective
value of the first Lame parameter; see Eq. 5).
However, in simulations with a very low strain ratio
(m \ 0.25; representing highly confined compression)
localization and dilation do not occur. The latter
result is also predicted by our shear-band analysis in
which the critical condition for kinematically plausible solutions (Eqs. 16–20) could not be satisfied for
m \ 0.2. Homogeneous compression and weak localization (or lack of it) in compression tests with high
confining stress (i.e., [200 MPa and/or m & 0.2 and
therefore n & n0) are in agreement with experimental results (e.g., WONG et al., 1997; WU, 2000;
MENENDEZ, 1996), with recent studies of compaction
bands and compacting shear bands (CHALLA and
ISSEN, 2004; ISSEN 2008) and with theoretical and
numerical analysis of a coupled damage-porosity
model (HAMIEL et al., 2004b, 2005). The conditions in
which strain is not localized along shear-bands could
represent a transition from brittle failure to distributed cataclastic flow in which compaction, pore
collapse, strain-hardening and intensive grain crushing is dominant (WU 2000; MENENDEZ 1996).
Alternatively, ISSEN (2008) suggest the formation of
a localized compaction band could represent conditions in which the intermediate principal stress is
equal to the minimum compressive stress. The
scarcity of compaction-band observation (AYDIN
et al., 2006. HOLOCOMB et al., 2007) could then be
viewed as indication that these conditions are transient, allowing the thickening of bands with ongoing
loading and strain (ISSEN, 2008).
In simulations with moderate or relatively high
confining stress (i.e., low strain-ratio), dilation is
observed only after the shear band forms and starts
propagating, and primarily near the nucleation site of
the shear bands where conjugate bands intersect and a
wide region of fully damaged material forms. This
observation suggests that dilation is not a necessary
condition for damage and strain localization and for
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shear band formation. Alternatively, it could indicate
that for non-porous rocks at relatively high confining
pressure, pre-failure volumetric changes are small
and highly depend on the stress state. Experimental
and theoretic work with rocks of a large range of
porosity indicate that while pre-failure damage is
mostly intergranular cracking with limited or no
dilatancy (depending on initial porosity and confinement), post-localization damage within the shear
band is extensive and is associated with dilatancy and
enhanced tensile stress at grain contacts (MENENDEZ,
1996; WU, 2000). Finally, some studies suggest that
at moderate to high confining pressure, shear-induced
dilation and inelastic compaction processes (e.g.,
distributed grain crushing and pore collapse) could
coexist and interact to form compacting shear band
and conjugate pure shear bands (CHALLA and ISSEN,
2004), or deformation in distinct domains of either
dilating shear bands or arrays of compaction bands
(BAUD et al., 2004). In any case, where dilation
occurs it introduces a positive feedback effect in
which it enhances damage accumulation and material
weakening which in turn results in further strainlocalization and deformation (dilation and shear).
The progressive evolution of damage and local
dilation associated with shear bands in our simulations can be described by the following stages: The
initial stage of deformation (Fig. 3 left) consists of

Axialstrain = 0

1.25%

homogeneous compression and defuse, gradual damage-accumulation (in simulation with high confining
stress this could be preceded by partial healing of
initial damage in the prescribed nucleation site). The
following stage consists of strain-localization, local
damage accumulation and local reduction in compression around the nucleation site (Fig. 3, second
panel). The formation of conjugate shear bands
follows with a transition from compaction to dilation
at the nucleation site (where the shear bands intersect;
Fig. 3 third panel). Propagation of the dilating shear
band is characteristic of the fourth stage (Fig. 3, right
panel). As mentioned above, dilation does not
necessarily occur within the entire shear band, and
typically the tips of the propagating bands experience
pure-shear or even slight compression. Finally,
widening of the shear-bands and diffusion of the
strain may occur with persisting dilation or a
transition to defuse compression, depending on the
boundary conditions driving the deformation. The
emerging progression in simulated shear bands is in
agreement with theoretical predictions and experimental results (HAMIEL et al., 2005; LYAKHOVSKY and
HAMIEL, 2007; BESUELLE, 2001; WU, 2000; ISSEN,
2008).
The progression of deformation also involves the
evolution of elastic moduli and strain-potential within
the shear bands. As expected from the constitutive

2%

2.5%

Figure 3
Shear band characteristics observed in simulations of confined bi-axial compression tests (m = 0.35). The snapshots show the damage level (a)
and dilating zone (black line outlining zone with positive volumetric-strain, I1 [ 0) during progressive compression (at axial strains of 0, 1.25,
2 and 2.5 %). The snapshots represent the transition from homogeneous compression and subtle healing of initial damage in the prescribed
nucleation site (left), through damage accumulation (strain = 1.25 %), formation of shear bands and transition from compaction to dilation,
propagation and eventually widening of the dilating shear band (right). We note that I1 is a measure of volume change, and therefore, some
limited band-perpendicular dilation may occur at I1 \ 0 where band-parallel compression prevails
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model, damage accumulation is associated with
degradation of material rigidity (Eq. 6) and with
degradation of the effective elastic moduli (Eq. 5).
However, while leff decreases monotonously with
increasing damage and strain-invariants ratio (n), keff
has a singular point at n = 0, which results in a
transient phase of negative keff values and enhances
strain localization and dilation within the shear-band.
Simulations with highly confined conditions (m \ 0.3)
exhibit rather homogeneous compaction until the
above singularity point is approached (locally in one
element or a cluster of model elements) followed by
the emergence of a shear band. Finally, as damage
accumulates and the strain-invariants ratio becomes
significantly high, the strain-potential of material in
shear-bands decreases significantly (U \ 0.5U0
for a = 1, n * -0.1; and U \ 0.25U0 for a = 1,
n * ?0.1).

after which additional damage would not have
significant further effect. Introduction of such a
criterion into the model could be done by simply
using a non-linear function for the damage-related
modulus and it’s dependence on the damage-state
variable (i.e., c ¼ cmax  expð1  naÞ). Using such a
form for the damage-related modulus would taper the
effect of additional damage to an already extensively
damaged material, and it will eliminate the need to
define a critical damage level and a transition to
plasticity. However, calibration of the additional
parameters in the equation for the damage-related
modulus would require information on post-failure
characteristics of rocks, which are difficult to measure. Preliminary simulations with such a modified
model yielded reasonable results with stress–strain
curves comparable to experimental results. However,
in these experiments homogeneous damage accumulation, after the shear-bands are fully formed, delocalises the strain distribution yielding a fully
damaged domain with significantly reduced effective
elastic moduli (Fig. 4). In this simulation we use c ¼
cmax  expð1  naÞ with n = 1.25 which results in
relatively low values of cmax (for a = 1) and
relatively high residual effective rigidity (*30 %)
and strain-potential (*20 %; Fig. 4).
An alternative approach could consist of a criterion for minimum effective rigidity and/or minimum
strain energy beyond which further damage accumulation would have little or no additional effect on the
material properties. This kind of criteria could
obviously prevent unrealistic situations in which
simulated material display negative effective rigidity
or negative strain potential. Derivation of such
criteria could complement and strengthen the Lyakhovsky and Ben-Zion criterion for instability which is
based on a strain energy convexity-loss condition
(LYAKHOVSKY and BEN-ZION, 2008).
2. As in the theory of plasticity, the model
formulation needs to incorporate a local unloading
criterion. Such a criterion indicates the transition
from dissipative to non-dissipative deformation. Such
a criterion is necessary for the representation of sharp
shear bands in the context of strain softening type
behaviour to consider unloading outside zones of
localized strain. The present formulation of the
damage model does not contain a strain rate sensitive

4.2. Applicability of the Analysed Damage Model
for Studies of Crustal Deformation
The analysed damage model has been applied
successfully in numerous studies of crustal deformation (e.g., LYAKHOVSKY et al., 2001; BEN-ZION and
LYAKHOVSKY, 2006; FINZI et al., 2009). In the
numerical framework by Lyakhovsky and Ben-Zion,
co-seismic localization is enhanced by introducing a
co-seismic plastic strain (equivalent to Drucker–
Prager plasticity calculated for fault-slip), an abrupt
stress redistribution procedure in which the shear
stress is reduced to a residual level in elements that
reached a critical damage level, and a dynamic
weakening procedure involving a co-seismic reduction of the critical damage level (LYAKHOVSKY et al.,
2001; BEN-ZION and LYAKHOVSKY, 2006; LYAKHOVSKY
and BEN-ZION, 2008). Following our analysis of the
damage rheology we believe that the constitutive
model itself (without a yield criterion and additional
co-seismic procedures) is a sufficient mechanism for
strain-localisation and is adequate for simulating
shear-band formation in the brittle upper-crust. Various modifications could be considered to better
represent natural deformation in the brittle crust using
this damage rheology model:
1. The degradation of material strength should be
tapered and the strength should reach a minimal level
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Figure 4
Normalised stress–strain curve (top panel) superimposed with damage levels within the shear band (red line) and overall average damage
(orange line), average values of the elastic moduli and strain-potential (normalised, bottom panel), and average value of the Poisson’s ratio
(actual value, brown line, bottom panel). The stress unloading path (dashed blue line, top panel) is calculated based on the residual effective
Young’s modulus. This simulation consisted of a compression test with no confining stress, a non-linear expression for c (see text), and
otherwise similar parameters as previous simulations

unloading criterion. In the absent of such unloading
criterion, the co-seismic localization and quasidynamic propagation processes applied by Lyakhovsky and co-authors are necessary for simulations of
multi earthquake crustal deformation.
3. Finally, the tangential formulation of the damage
model consists of a singular point where n = 0 (and
keff is unbound), and it yields negative effective elastic
moduli (the transient phase of keff \ 0 mentioned
above, and eventually with a = 1 and n  0 also
leff \ 0) and negative strain-potential (also for a = 1

and n  0). These shortfalls indicate that a more stable
numerical formulation is required in order to apply the
damage rheology model in simulations of long term
crustal deformation.
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